
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

22 May 2020 

Dear Parent/Carer 

We hope that you and your families are safe and well. We are missing being in school with the 

Sixth Form students but are finding various online ways to keep in touch. The school Friday 

Newsletter has been keeping you up-to-date, including information about the centre-assessed 

grade process for A Levels and AS exams, and end of year exams and predicted grades for Year 12; 

we won’t repeat that here, but would encourage you to make sure you have read the Newsletters. 

We would like to share with you some of the “next steps” information we have been 

communicating to our students. Making decisions about what to do after leaving school can be 

difficult, and never more so than in these extraordinary times, so this Sixth Form update letter 

contains information relevant to both Year 12 and Year 13 students, parents and carers.  

----- 

Year 13 holding university offers for 2020 

The deadline for student finance applications to be submitted to Student Finance England is today 

(Friday 22 May). Details have been circulated to students; applications can be made here. All 

students who may be going to university this year should submit an application now, even if their 

plans or destination are not yet clear; they can name one university on the application and then 

amend it later if plans change. Applications may still be submitted after 22 May but Student 

Finance England do not then guarantee to have finance in place for the start of courses in autumn 

2020.   

If students have received responses from all of their chosen universities, they have until 18 June 

to reply to offers in UCAS Track. The Office for Students has asked universities to make it clear to 

offer holders before this date what type of experience they can expect in the autumn. Most 

institutions currently appear to be hoping to open campuses but are planning for all eventualities. 

You may have seen in the news that some universities have already said that large scale lectures 

will be online for some or even all of the next academic year. UCAS research and our own 

conversations indicate that many students are concerned about how the current situation will 

affect their university experience and some are considering deferring until 2021. This is a very 

personal decision, but we would highlight that demographics combined with the consequences of 

COVID-19 mean that this year is likely to bring more course options than usual, while gap year 

options will be more limited in 2020/21. 

Universities will receive centre-assessed grades from exam boards before Results Day in the usual 

way and will review the applications of anyone who has not met the requirements of their offer. 

They may still be able to accept such applicants; if students are unplaced, we anticipate that there 

https://www.gov.uk/apply-online-for-student-finance


will be a wide variety of opportunities in Clearing this year. We will provide students with more 

information after half-term about Clearing and Adjustment and arrangements for Results Day.  

Academic departments at universities are conscious that incoming Year 13 students have had 

their time at school cut short and will ensure that the transition to university is as smooth as 

possible. Many have already made available subject-specific resources for Sixth Form students, 

and there is extensive guidance available on topics such as getting ready for university, study skills 

and budgeting. We have collated links to many of these into a list of transition resources which 

has been shared with Year 13 students. We also have put together an Index of Digital Resources 

from universities; both are regularly updated. 

  

Year 13 students planning to apply to go to university in 2021 

As always, we will support students in making a Year 14 application to UCAS and will ask them to 

discuss this with us further at an appropriate time. 

Some universities are saying that they expect there to be more competition for places in 2021 

than this year. If your daughter is currently planning to apply in autumn 2020 for a university place 

starting in 2021, she might want to review her options and consider whether she wants to see 

what is available in Clearing for a 2020 start (while of course being aware of the uncertainty of the 

nature of provision in higher education, as mentioned above). 

  

Opportunities to take A Level exams after the summer 

We have not yet received any updated information on arrangements for the proposed series of A 

Level exams in autumn 2020. 

  

Specific guidance for parents/carers 

Within their programmes of online advice, many universities are offering webinars specifically for 

parents and carers, for example: 

• University of East Anglia: “Supporting your student on their journey to university” 

on  Wednesday 27 May 17.00-18.00 here 

• Queen Mary, University of London: “Applying to University” on Wednesday 27 May 15.00-

15.45 and “Researching Courses and Universities” on Wednesday 10 June 15.00-15.45 here 

These may be useful opportunities for parents and carers to learn more about university 

processes and to get specific questions answered. 

 

https://www.uea.ac.uk/study/webinars
https://app.geckoform.com/public/#/modern/FOEU024a6X0dcMop


How are Year 12 students being supported as they plan their next steps? 

The second half-term of Year 12 is usually a busy time of research and preparation for applications 

for higher education and apprenticeships.  We are already well into our programme of support for 

Year 12 students, but obviously we are having to do that remotely and online, rather than in tutor 

groups and face-to-face.  Earlier this week we recorded a Next Steps presentation for Year 12 

students, outlining what will happen next and who will support them in this process, and your 

daughter can show you that presentation via our Google Classroom if you want to see it.  

We are drawing on the huge range of digital resources being provided by universities and 

encourage Year 12 to join Virtual Open Days and webinars, and to talk to current university 

students using facilities such as Unibuddy. Links to events are included in the Index of Digital 

Resources (mentioned above), which is in the Year 12 Google Classroom. 

We usually hold two Activity Days; one where we take the majority of the year group to a 

university open day (Nottingham in recent years) and the other is our Future Success Day. This 

year we will be running online alternatives instead and there will be scheduled time in the school 

calendar for this. Our tentative plan, at the moment, is to use 26 June as a day for students to 

focus on virtual Open Days and exploring university or other next steps resources, and then 9 July 

will be our online Future Success Day. Students will not be set work by their subjects on either of 

those days.  

The online Future Success Day will include personal statement advice, UCAS registration, 

interview skills and opt-in sessions and workshops such as choosing a course, apprenticeships, 

student life, gap years and others.  

This week we have also held an online meeting for students considering applying to Oxford or 

Cambridge and another for students considering applying to study Medicine, Dentistry or 

Veterinary Medicine. Further information is available for students in the relevant Google 

Classroom, and again they can show you the presentations if you are interested. 

Not everyone will know yet what they want to do after leaving school. While the majority of each 

Year 13 cohort do choose to go to university, this is not a path which we assume everyone will 

follow and we have much experience of supporting students who choose alternatives to higher 

education. If your daughter is still making up her mind, we encourage her to talk to Mrs Sutton 

who has responsibility for supporting all Sixth Form students in their transition away from school. 

Your daughter’s form tutor and subject teachers will also be valuable sources of advice, and 

careers guidance interviews are available with Mrs Chidgey from Adviza 

(PennyChidgey@adviza.org.uk).  A gap year remains a viable option, and we offer a travel 

scholarship competition every year, but it seems inevitable that students on a gap year in 2021/22 

may not have the same freedom of travel and employment that their predecessors have had in 

previous years. 

mailto:PennyChidgey@adviza.org.uk


Year 12 students have been completing regular tasks and activities on Unifrog, which is the 

destinations platform we have used in the Sixth Form for some time in order to provide students 

with high-quality support when choosing their next step after school. 

Unifrog brings into one place every undergraduate university course, apprenticeship, and college 

course in the UK, as well as other opportunities, such as School Leaver programmes, MOOCs and 

every college at Oxford and Cambridge. This makes it easy for students to compare and choose 

the best university courses, apprenticeships or further education courses for them. They can also 

explore exciting opportunities further afield by looking at English-taught undergraduate 

programmes available in Europe, Asia, Australasia, Canada and the USA, however we need to 

acknowledge that the same uncertainty about what higher education will be like next year exists 

overseas as it does here, and is made more complicated by potential limitations on travel and 

overseas residence.  Hopefully these complications will be resolved over the coming weeks and 

months. 

Additionally, the platform helps students to apply for these opportunities as they use Unifrog to 

write their personal statement, applications and CVs and are able to receive feedback from school 

staff. 

We have now set up a parent log-in so that you can use Unifrog as if you were a student yourself, 

allowing you to have a closer look at the resources available to support your daughter. You can 

sign up at www.unifrog.org/code; the required form code is HISXahsparents. The attached slides 

provide a brief introduction to Unifrog. Please do talk to your daughter about Unifrog and feel 

free to contact Mrs Sutton if you have any questions. 

Finally, we want to add a note of thanks and praise.  Our students have been extraordinary during 

these unprecedented and most challenging weeks, and we are very proud of them.  Year 12 

students have adapted to the demands of remote learning and home study with impressive skill, 

and though they won’t know it yet, they will probably have learned lots about themselves and 

their approach to learning way beyond the narrow confines of their A Level subjects.  They will 

surely be stronger Year 13 students with bright futures as a consequence of this strange 

time.  Similarly, it is a source of considerable regret and sadness that we could not say farewell to 

Year 13 students in the traditional way and we think of them often, especially as right now they 

would be sitting A Level exam papers.  They have been remarkable in their strength, resilience and 

positivity and we very much look forward to seeing them again, just as soon as that is possible.   

We are looking forward to continuing to work with Year 12 as they make plans for life after AHS. 

Please do not hesitate to contact either of us with any comments or questions. We hope you all 

stay healthy and well and look forward to being able to write less and talk more in person very 

soon. 

Kind regards 

 

Ian Ochiltree   Michelle Sutton 

Head of Sixth Form  Deputy Head of Sixth Form   
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